
 

Tiles COUPLED to Enhance the Look of the Interiors

In earlier days, decorating the interiors meant painting it with neutral colours. However, modern times
have called for introducing contemporary styles for adorning the living space to achieve the desired
look. The transition from light-toned colours to intricate patterns, from wall painting to opting for wall
tiles, we have come a long way.
Many are slowly but steadily opting for placing wall tiles rather than painting the walls as they are
long-lasting, resistant to dirt and dust and do not lose lustre. Moreover, interior designing has taken a
giant leap as there are an array of styles, patterns and designs that are available in the market and
everyone is spoilt for choices. Amidst the chaos, it is a challenge to choose the right look that
complements the appearance of the interiors. Whether you go bold with striking patterns or settle for
something subtler for your home, it is crucial, that the selection of tiles must go along with the flooring
to create an impressive ambience. The similar colour scheme throughout the room to achieve the
continuous flow or contrasting patterns to boost visual interest, proper selection of colours is essential.
 

Wall- Blue Del Belgio Blue / Floor- Blue Del Belgio Blue
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Seamless Scheme

When it comes to interior decoration, ideas and choices are endless. Everyone loves to adorn their
houses according to their tastes , but some suggestive ideas work wonders as it infuses grandeur and
sophistication. Considering this, we propose installing matching floor and wall tiles to achieve the
seamless look. There is a growing trend of running the floor tiles up the wall and RAK Ceramics being
insightful have introduced the concept of Maximus- mega slabs that helps one achieve the seamless
look as the tiles lack grout lines. Pairing both wall and floor tiles will create a dramatic look that will
upscale the appearance of the interiors. The above image shows RAK Ceramics Blue Del Belgio
Blue mega slab that has adorned the look of the interiors, creating a majestic ambience.

Contrasting Combos

Wall- Dark Travertino/ Floor-Dark Emperador

 Decorating the house can be overwhelming as there are too many options and styles that are
accessible. With too many ideas going around in our mind, we tend to procrastinate until we settle for
something of our choice. Of course, personal preferences and space play a significant role while
decorating the house. But, RAK Ceramics have put forward some design blueprints for wall and floor
tile combinations that will nail the desired look that will never fail to impress. The above space
demonstrates a perfect example that how the wall and floor tiles vary in shape, design and colour
tones, yet they complement each other.  RAK Ceramics Dark Emperador flooring and Dark
Travertino wall tiles form a harmonious combination, giving a beautiful touch.
 

Monochromatic Match

Floor Garfagnana. Wall- Garfagnana Book Match

If one prefers to achieve a clean seamless look for the bathroom, then incorporating a monochromatic
scheme is ideal. Monochromatic tones add a pleasing touch plus infuse a much- required serene look to
the restrooms. Incorporating some fine bathroom fixtures will add a jazzy look that will enhance the
overall ambience. Keeping everyone’s preference in mind, RAK Ceramics has introduced a variety of
designs and styles that will suffice the requirements of everyone without compromising on
uniqueness. RAK Ceramics Garfagnana tile is a blend of exclusive style and finesse that offers a
stunning look to the living space. 
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